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Abstract—A hardware testbed platform emulating multiple-
area power system scenario dynamics has been established aiming
at multiple time-scale real-time emulations. In order to mimic real
power flow situations in the utility system, the load emulators have
to behave like real ones in both their static and dynamic charac-
teristics. A constant-impedance, constant-current, and constant-
power (ZIP) model has been used for static load types, while a
three-phase induction motor model has been built to represent dy-
namic load types. In this paper, ways of modeling ZIP and induction
motor loads and the performance of each load emulator are dis-
cussed. Comparisons between simulation and experimental results
are shown as well for the validation of the emulator behaviors.
A real-time composite power load emulator is then demonstrated
with desired characteristics and detailed transients for represent-
ing a power system PQ bus dynamics.

Index Terms—Dynamic performance, numerical method, power
electronics load emulator, power hardware-in-the-loop, real-time
application, reconfigurable power grid emulator, regenerative con-
verter, starting up transient, three-phase induction motor load, ZIP
load.

NOMENCLATURE

Vdc Three-phase power converter dc voltage value.
Pbase , Vbase , Three-phase power converter power,
fbase voltage, and frequency base for per unit value

conversions.
fsw Power converter switching frequency.
V pu , Load bus voltage amplitude, voltage on d and
V pu

d , V pu
q q axes in per unit.

Ppu , Qpu Real and reactive power of load bus in per unit.
Ppu

0 , Qpu
0 Real and reactive constant impedance, current

and power (ZIP) power base value of load bus in
per unit.

p1 , q1 Coefficients for constant impedance for ZIP real
and reactive power.
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p2 , q2 Coefficients for constant current for ZIP real and
reactive power.

p3 , q3 Coefficients for constant power for ZIP real and
reactive power.

kpf , kqf Coefficients for load frequency dependence for
ZIP real and reactive power.

Ppu
ZIP , Qpu

ZIP Real and reactive power of ZIP load in per unit.
Ipu
d Z IP ref , Current references from ZIP model on d and

Ipu
q Z IP ref q axes in per unit.

vpu
qs , vpu

ds Three-phase induction motor stator voltage on q
and d axes in per unit.

vpu
qr , vpu

dr Three-phase induction motor rotor voltage on q
and d axes in per unit.

ipu
qs , ipu

ds Three-phase induction motor stator current on q
and d axes in per unit.

ipu
qr , ipu

dr Three-phase induction motor rotor current on q
and d axes in per unit.

rpu
s , rpu

r Three-phase induction motor stator and rotor
leakage resistances in per unit.

ωpu , ωpu
r Three-phase induction motor stator electrical an-

gular frequency and rotor angular frequency in
per unit.

θ Phase angle of phase A voltage from phase-lock
loop (PLL), used for dq transformation.

Xpu
M Three-phase induction motor mutual reactance

in per unit.
Xpu

ss , Xpu
rr Three-phase induction motor stator and rotor re-

actance including mutual and leakage reactances
in per unit.

Tpu
em , Tpu

load Three-phase induction motor electromagnetic
and load torque in per unit.

H Three-phase induction motor inertia constant in
per unit.

p Induction motor pole pairs.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER electronics are known for their versatile con-
trol algorithms and different power stage options. By

customization and optimization, converters are built to sat-
isfy different application environments. According to converter
topology, control requirements, loading conditions, and switch-
ing capabilities of semiconductor devices, the closed-loop con-
trolled behavior bandwidth of three-phase power electronic
converters could be designed at several kilohertz [1].
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Fig. 1. Three-phase power electronic converter-based emulator unit (Power
Hardware-In-The-Loop).

Because of their fast, accurate, and flexible closed-loop be-
haviors, it is feasible to control power electronic converters to
mimic static or slower time electrical dynamics, in order to
provide scaled hardware prototypes for algorithm test platform
and system behavior estimation [10]–[22]. As illustrated from
a three-phase emulator unit example shown in Fig. 1, this con-
verter application is designed to react within its control band-
width capability to track current/voltage references from the
emulated model. The three-phase ac side of the converter is the
electrical behavior interface with the rest of the electrical sys-
tem. Voltage/current inputs are sampled in real time for updating
the emulated model calculation. The references from the model
will be given to the converter closed-loop controller, so that the
electrical behavior from the three-phase interface will represent
that of the model.

Previous “Power Hardware-In-The-Loop (PHIL)” (emula-
tor) research, which is based on applications of power elec-
tronic converters amplifying digital signal-based models, has
been adopted for power system (microgrid, renewables) study
[10]–[15] and virtual machine (drive) implementation [19]–
[22]. Most commonly, the emulated models are programmed
either as a network model or individual object model.

The network models are simulated inside a digital simula-
tor in real-time (usually field-programmable gate array-based
simulation tool) to form a network; signals from the simula-
tion are amplified from chosen terminals to interface with the
rest of the power hardware of the scenario [10]–[15]. This net-
work simulation-based emulator type can represent large-scale
dynamics with minimum hardware resources. However, for the
other nodes and buses inside the network, there are no power
terminals available because of the simulation-based system sce-
nario characteristics.

For other applications, the emulated object model is im-
plemented inside a digital signal processor (DSP) (or MAT-
LAB/Simulink with dSpace), together with the converter control
algorithms and operation. Examples of this type of emulation
could be found in [18]–[21], with the majority of the applications
being virtual machines. The individual emulator has the advan-

tages of being independently controllable and representable for
the actual physical electrical component unit in scenarios.

Combining the advantages of the aforementioned two types
of emulators, a reconfigurable power grid emulator-based hard-
ware testbed (HTB), containing both power system network
concepts and individual controlled emulators, has been estab-
lished for real-time grid study and research [16]–[18], [26]–[33].
With appropriate recording techniques, the HTB platform inte-
grates the advantages of both monitoring broader time scale
power system model behaviors, and observing detailed perfor-
mances utilizing the power converters’ high tracking bandwidth.
Power system components, including the generators, transmis-
sion lines, loads, and renewables are emulated by three-phase
power electronic converters. By connecting the multiple modu-
lar and reconfigurable units together, flexible network and sce-
nario emulation could be demonstrated [27], [29], [32], [33].

Fig. 2(a) shows a typical two-area system with four con-
ventional generators, two load centers, and an interconnecting
long-distance transmission line between the two areas [25]. The
corresponding real-time emulation network structure consist-
ing of real power electronic converter hardware is shown in
Fig. 2(b), with red highlighted three-phase interface as grid em-
ulation dynamics analysis platform.

Following the idea of real-time power emulation, in Fig. 2,
G1–4 converters with filtering inductors represent four syn-
chronous generators while L7 and 9 with filtering inductors
stand for load centers. The transmission line from bus 7–9 is
substituted by the corresponding emulator. The power flow is
shown with green arrows: from generator to load and also trans-
mitted from Area 1 to Area 2 (bus 7–9).

The whole structure is reconfigurable by modular power elec-
tronics emulators and could be changed to emulate a different
power system structure.

The hardware unit photographs for HTB are in Fig. 3. Each
single emulator unit contains a three-phase dc/ac converter
(based on modified Vacon commercial motor drive), with cus-
tomized voltage and current sensing and signal conditioning
boards. The DSP used in this testbed is TMS320F28335 [40]
integrated by Spectrum Digital eZdsp peripherals. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3(a) and (b), each single cluster includes: active
rectifier for establishing and stabilizing dc-bus voltage, gen-
erators 1 and 2 in each area, combined static and dynamic
load, and local transmission line inductors. Fig. 3(e) shows the
whole communication, control and visualization frame of the
HTB.

CompactRIO from National Instruments is used to col-
lect information from converter sensing signals by DSP CAN
bus [30]. The signals from CompactRIO and Phasor Mea-
surement Unit (PMU) are fed through Ethernet to Labview
independent operation centers for status estimation, while
commands are delivered through the same network frame
backwards in the same communication frame. Control center
computer screens are shown on a video wall for real-time up-
date and visualization.

To fulfill this power system testbed function of testing and
implementing higher level control methods, such as multiarea
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Fig. 2. Example two-area power system: (a) scenario and (b) corresponding configuration of HTB.

automatic generation control algorithms, and real-time moni-
toring estimation techniques, such as PMU, a comprehensive
real-time responsive power load emulator is needed to pro-
vide loading conditions for the various power system scenar-
ios. Although it is impossible to define a fixed load model
for a universal power distribution system, standard multiple
load models for power flow and dynamic simulation programs
are recommended in [1], where static and an induction motor
model are combined as a composite load model for loading
profiles per bus in power system study in the areas of transient
stability, long-term dynamics, and small-disturbance stability
programs.

In order to provide the HTB real-time emulation platform with
flexible power system loading scenarios, detail-rich and accurate
PQ load bus model with multiple profiles representing steady
state as well as dynamic characteristics has been established and
programmed for quantifying the emulators’ behaviors.

In this paper, Section II discusses the basic emulator unit
topology and some of its features including current controlled
type load emulator design and development, in terms of its
control structure, dynamic tracking capability, related stability,
numerical concerns and real-time implementation time frame.
Section III focuses on three-phase static power loading model
development, with characteristics of constant impedance, cur-

rent, and power, with features of variations with voltage and
frequency, for representing power system steady-state load con-
ditions. Section IV provides the three-phase dynamic power
loading conditions development, representing large industrial
motor online starting transients, as well as full details of stator
and rotor dynamics. The focus of Section V is the power emu-
lator represented by a PSS/E profiled composite power system
load and its experimental performance in real time.

II. LOAD EMULATOR UNIT

The load emulator was first developed by researchers to sub-
stitute for passive loads and provide flexible loading condi-
tions during testing power electronic converter applications such
as uninterruptable power supplies, transformers, switching de-
vices, and protection functions. It works as a current sink with
various static or dynamic current behaviors [20], [21], [23],
[24]. Different from conventional RLC load, a power electronic
load offers the option of flexibly representing loading conditions
desired and circulating the energy, which is especially beneficial
for high power applications.

The load emulator functions as a controlled active rectifier
mode (see Fig. 4). Three-phase currents are sampled in real
time for closed-loop control; three-phase voltages are sampled
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Fig. 3. Experimental hardware of HTB: (a), (b) back and front views of a whole cluster representing a single area, (c) HTB communication and control structure.

and phase locked to frequency and phase angle for power in-
variant dq transformation [25]; and real-time input updates for
the emulated model are provided.

For the determination of each emulator unit current controller
parameters, classical three-phase dq averaging circuit is ana-
lyzed for small signal stability around a steady-state operating
point [1]. The current control system is a classical PI controller
designed in dq frame with decoupled d and q axes. The calcu-
lation for each switching interval current reference and actual
duty cycle is done within the DSP (details in the D point in
this section). In the emulator implementation, the three-phase
currents are controlled to behave like the references calculated
from the real-time power system load model.

Compared with other general-purpose current controlled
power converters, there are several technical challenges for the

load emulator developments within the HTB, including the con-
cerns on stability, accuracy and real-time implementation of the
composite load emulator.

A. Paralleled Converter Stability and Circulating Current
Within a Paralleled Structure

Although multiple converters are connected in a paralleled
structure in the HTB, only the three-phase ac interface contains
the current and voltage variables that are dynamically closed-
loop controlled. Due to the regenerative structure, the dc inter-
face for the system has high equivalent load impedance for the
dc voltage regulating rectifier, which is connected to the util-
ity grid and compensates for the whole HTB structure’s power
loss.
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Fig. 4. Load emulator unit implementation: (a) structure of current load emu-
lator, (b) PLL closed-loop control structure details, and (c) PI current controller
in dq domain.

Previous research has studied stability problems involving
multiple regulated power converters, by reducing them to a sim-
pler structure unit consisting of a voltage-controlled converter
interfacing a current-controlled converter [3], [4]. The stability
evaluations are done through source output impedance and load
input impedance in dq domain and generalized Nyquist crite-
rion for characteristics loci of the impedance return-ratio matrix
[4], [5]. Moreover, considerations about converter related fac-
tors, such as PLL [7], digital processor time delay, dead-time
compensation, voltage feedforward in the current control loop
[8] would provide better accuracy insights for the stability eval-
uations. The structure related factors, such as number of load
emulators paralleled, passive inductor (or even LCL) filter [6],

inductors representing transmission impedance, are also flexible
and open stability topics. In the PHIL case, not only the power
converter’s characteristics should be included in the stability
evaluation, but also the emulated model reference influence on
the load impedance should be covered as well (in the grid em-
ulation scenario, the emulated model will mostly affect the low
frequency domain impedance).

With the paralleled structure, power is circulated among con-
verters. Various measures have been taken to attenuate the cir-
culating current caused by this parallel structure and switching
transients in the HTB [30]: 1) synchronization of PWM signals
for different converters has been adopted to reduce the switching
frequency circulating current; 2) common-mode choke; 3) zero-
sequence current controller; and 4) dead-time compensation has
been developed for optimizing the performance of paralleled
converters.

B. Power System Load Performance Transients
Tracking Capability

As shown from Fig. 5, the left-side bode plot curves show
the open-loop transfer functions for the load emulator power
converter on d-axis without the compensator and with the ad-
justed compensator, while the right-side bode plot curves show
the closed-loop transfer function on d-axis with the adjusted
compensator. The designed controller decouples d and q axes,
and transfer function on q-axis has identical result as that of
d-axis (both ac and dc sides of the converter are considered
constant voltage in design, because ac-side voltage is controlled
by the generator emulator and the dc side is controlled by the
rectifier).

With consideration of the digital implementation delay and
filtering inductor value for the converter, the current controller
bandwidth is designed to be 1.2 kHz. The tracking capability
of the emulator is represented in the form of a current con-
trolled closed-loop transfer function id/idref . Theoretically, the
frequency range covering 0 dB and 0° in the closed-loop trans-
fer function bode figures represents the frequency range for the
emulator to track without distortion in amplitude or time delay.
The modified emulator could track dq reference signals with up
to 100 Hz variation within 0.35 dB distortion in amplitude and
4° in phase delay, as measured from Fig. 5.

The target loads for emulation in HTB are power system static
and dynamic loads. As concluded in [37], the approximate time
scale for power flow (static load) is seconds, sometimes min-
utes or even longer, which is well within the capable tracking
frequency of the emulator. Induction motor load, which con-
tributes to most of the load transients in transmission level grid
dynamics, has higher frequency variations.

Fig. 6 illustrates the startup transient for the induction motor
model in electric machine synchronous qd0 coordinates [34]
applied in the test: after frequency-domain analysis, current
magnitude corresponding to frequencies higher than 100 Hz is
negligible. The overall and detailed figures in Fig. 7 further
confirm the experimental tracking performance of the induc-
tion motor emulator. The load emulator in this application uses
a three-phase full-bridge converter with insulated-gate bipolar
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Fig. 5. Controller design and tracking capability of the load emulator.

transistors (IGBTs) switching at 10 kHz, and the designed con-
troller is capable of amplifying the transients represented in the
model with minimal distortion.

C. Accuracy of Emulated Load Model

Static [25] and dynamic [34] load model types are established
with classical mathematical equations. Further details and non-
ideal characteristics of the models will be considered if required
by the applications.

Within the limited available computation resource, the cur-
rent references are calculated in real time. Numerical issues,
especially due to the high order of the numerical model,
insufficient time step, and improper numerical methods, may
result in discrete-time approximation inaccuracies, steady-state
errors or delays of the calculation results [38], [39]. Computer

Fig. 6. Frequency analysis of simulated induction motor startup current dy-
namics.

simulation tools, such as MATLAB/Simulink, offer higher order
discrete approximation and bounded numerical error capability
with longer calculation time. Thus, in the later sections, sim-
ulation results are used as references to verify load emulator
experimental results under the same input conditions.
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Fig. 7. Detailed example of a recorded experimental results comparing dy-
namic emulator current references and outputs in dq.

Fig. 8. Real-time algorithms in DSP and implementation timing sequence.

D. Real-Time Implementation Sequence in DSP

The real-time implementations platform in this emulation
prototype is digital microprocessor DSP Texas Instruments
TMS320F28335 with clock frequency of 150 MHz (6.67 ns
cycle time) and 32-bit floating type single precision [39]. All
required firmware and software functions are programmed in
DSP and running in real time. Fig. 8 illustrates the algorithms
within switching cycle of 100 μs time frame inside the digi-
tal controller. They include analog digital conversion and sig-
nal sampling, PLL and dq transformations, real-time emulated
model calculation, and closed-loop control functionalities.

In order to operate the emulator in real time, the implementa-
tion of all DSP algorithms is required to be finished within the
time frame of each time step. Under this application, each func-
tion block inside the DSP is optimized, sequenced, and timed
as shown in Fig. 9. The emulated model illustrated in the ex-
ample is a combination of ZIP and two motor models. And the
implementation of the motor models depends on the discretiza-
tion numerical methods applied (example is using fourth-order
Runge–Kutta). The CAN communication function is not rou-
tinely implemented in each time step—it is irregularly inter-
rupted in the DSP when a message is received.

It is clearly demonstrated that the real-time load emulator
including model implementation and converter control functions
is well within the calculation capacity of the DSP chosen for
this emulation platform.

III. STATIC LOAD EMULATOR

Three-phase static power loading conditions, with character-
istics of constant impedance, current, and power, with features

Fig. 9. Timing sequence in DSP and their implementation duration within
real-time constraint.

Fig. 10. Real-time ZIP load modeling and implementation in emulator.

of variations with voltage and frequency, and with capability of
bidirectional power flow (for representing capacitive power cor-
rection devices), are necessary in the development of real-time
power system HTB.

Conventional static load model is represented by a series of
equations (shown later), which are called ZIP load [1]. They
stand for the combination of constant impedance (Z), constant
current (I), and constant power (P) loads in both real and reactive
power [25].

The real-time implementation and calculation of emulator
references are shown in Fig. 10. The emulated ZIP model uses
voltages in dq domain and emulated grid frequency as inputs for
the ZIP model. External base real and reactive power commands
are given to the model for specifying the actual power desired
by the PQ bus power consumption, through Labview manual
operations. Outputs desired in the real-time calculation are the
current references in dq domain to be amplified by the converter.

Commonly adopted in power flow calculations, the ZIP
model represents the aggregation of the static characteristics of
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TABLE I
ZIP LOAD PARAMETERS AND TEST CONDITIONS

ZIP load model Test conditions
Parameters Values Parameters Values

p1 0.2 Vb a s e 170 V
p2 0.2 Pb a s e 15 kVA
p3 0.6 fb a s e 60 Hz
kp f 1 Vd c 400 V
q1 0.2 P p u

0 0.6 p.u.
q2 0.2 Qp u

0 –0.2 p.u.
q3 0.6 ZIP load bus 9
kq f –1 fs w 10 kHz

multiple power system loads. The mathematical polynomials are
written as (1) and (2) under presumption of minor fluctuations
around nominal grid voltage [25]. Also, frequency dependence
effect on the load behavior is considered with the coefficients
on real and reactive power

P pu
ZIP = P pu

0 ∗
(
p1 (V pu)2 + p2 (V pu) + p3

)

∗(1 + kpf Δfpu) (1)

Qpu
ZIP = Qpu

0 ∗
(
q1 (V pu)2 + q2 (V pu) + q3

)

∗(1 + kqf Δfpu). (2)

ZIP model could be used to fit the power consumption curves
for most kinds of power system loads: higher order polynomials
are neglected for simplifying the model. In the meantime, the
percentage of Z, I, and P for the system load is determined by
aggregating different load types and their usage within the grid.
By determining the values for p1 , p2 , p3and q1 , q2 , q3 , the static
load operating state could be specified [31]. During the case
when the load model is represented by static load only, the sum
of p1 , p2 , and p3 is unity and the sum of q1 , q2 , and q3 is unity.
The typical value range for kpf is 0–3 and that for kqf is −2 to
0 [25], corresponding to different loading situations.

When the grid voltage falls below a specified value during
a fault-caused sag, the polynomials described earlier no longer
represent the real power flow condition, because of the relay
protection and stall effect of motors in the grid. Switching static
load models to constant impedance expressions becomes nec-
essary under that circumstance. p2 , q2 and p3 , q3 will be set to
zero and p1 , q1 will be adjusted in order to accommodate the
change [25].

Output currents are calculated using (3) and (4) based on the
power equivalence relationship in dq domain. The voltage Vq

is controlled by PLL to be 0, while Vd is calculated based on
sampled voltage and the angle extracted from PLL

Ipu
d ZIP ref =

V pu
q · P pu

ZIP + V pu
d · Qpu

ZIP

(V pu
d )2 + (V pu

d )2 (3)

Ipu
q ZIP ref =

V pu
d · P pu

ZIP − V pu
q · Qpu

ZIP

(V pu
d )2 + (V pu

d )2 . (4)

The ZIP emulator dynamics with model parameters in Table I
are presented in Fig. 11. The test conditions are all in per unit

Fig. 11. ZIP emulator (a) P and Q real-time experiment and simulation com-
parison, (b) experimental waveform.

values: the external commands P0 and Q0 are kept constant;
the fluctuations on the voltage and frequency of the network are
induced by varying the mechanical power input for the generator
G3. At t = 2 s, the mechanical power input for G3 has a step
increase while at t = 8.5 and 14 s, the mechanical power input
for G3 has a step decrease.

Fig. 11(a) shows the seconds-scale results obtained from the
central visualized operation Labview data recorder, illustrat-
ing the power system dynamics slow-changing trend and over-
all power flow amplitude variations. The close correspondence
between simulation and experimental results (bottom left and
right) proves the successful emulation of the ZIP load. Fig. 11(b)
presents the transients of load increase and decrease in microsec-
onds time scale. Line-to-line voltage is in PWM shape because
there is no capacitor filtering in the power circuit. Obvious
changes in the current amplitude could be observed, correspond-
ing to the power fluctuations shown in Fig. 11(a).

The emulator experimental waveforms versus simulation
results obtained from MATLAB Simulink comparison in
Fig. 11(a) illustrates that the output real and reactive power
is controlled for the ZIP load emulator, and the emulator
responds to the frequency and voltage fluctuations according
to expectations.
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Fig. 12. Real-time induction motor load modeling and implementation in
emulator.

IV. DYNAMIC LOAD EMULATOR

Induction motors power most industrial loads, and as such it
is the major element contributing to the dynamics and transients
for load variations. The high-current start-up process could in-
duce visible grid voltage and frequency fluctuations, while on
the other hand, rich dynamic behavior details could be observed
under grid variations. An accurate load emulator representing
its dynamic behavior is crucial to the system overall loading
behavior estimation.

Discrete modeling of an induction motor for real-time signal
level calculation of current references is illustrated in Fig. 12.
After numerically calculating the current vector containing
stator and rotor current variables from the updated input
and rotor speed of last time step, the stator current variables
are updated as current references for the three-phase power
emulator to amplify.

The induction motor per unit model including the electrical
and mechanical portions is established in dq domain as shown in
(5)–(9). Electrical inputs for the model are voltage in dq domain
and synchronous speed angle from the three-phase voltage. The
real-time update of electromagnetic torque and rotor speed in the
mechanical model are necessary in calculating accurate current
references.

Solving the motor state-space current model represented by
time-variant coefficient ordinary differential equations contain-
ing vectors of 4×1 variables, the floating point and 32-bit
DSP could not provide good calculation accuracy or stability
when using simple discrete numerical integration methods. The
switching frequency 10 kHz limitation on the IGBT device used
in the system causes large time step interval limitation.

Also, the real-time voltage and electrical frequency inputs to
the equations will complicate the problem even more.

An upgrade of the numerical method, from first-order explicit
Euler (failed in numerical convergence) to third-order accurate
Euler-trapezoidal based predictor-corrector method with twice
correction PECECE [35], [36] was adopted. Grid-connected
direct startup scenario of induction motor emulator is presented
in Fig. 13. The parameters for the test scenario is shown in
Table II.

Fig. 13. Induction motor startup process. (a) DSP recorded experimental re-
sults in dq with simulation. (b) Oscilloscope results overall and detailed shape
in abc.

TABLE II
THREE-PHASE INDUCTION LOAD MODEL PARAMETERS AND TEST CONDITIONS

Induction motor load model Test conditions
Parameters Values Parameters Values

X p u
M 10.32 p.u. Vb a s e 170 V

X p u
s s 10.64 p.u. Pb a s e 2.55 kVA

X p u
r r 10.60 p.u. fb a s e 60 Hz

rp u
s 0.02 p.u. Vd c 400 V

rp u
r 0.018 p.u. Dynamic load bus 9

H 0.13 s fs w 10 kHz
V p u

q r V p u
d r 0

T p u
l o a d 0 @ 0–8 s

0.6 p.u. @ >8 s

As shown in Fig. 13(a), the top left part shows the comparison
between dq currents calculated from simulation and experimen-
tal outputs while the top right one shows the comparison between
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF COMPOSITE LOAD COMPONENTS IN REAL AND REACTIVE POWER (IN P.U.)

ZIP Three-phase large motor 3L Three-phase small motor 3S

Constant power Constant current Real power Capacity Loading factor Real power Capacity Loading factor

P 33.8% 23.9% 15.7% 15.7%/0.9 0.9 26.6% 26.6%/0.5 0.5
Q 33.8% 23.9% Q3L Q3S

TABLE IV
ZIP AND 3L AND 3S PARAMETERS AND TEST CONDITIONS

ZIP parameters 3L parameters 3S parameters Test conditions

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameters Values

p1 0 p3 L 2 p.u. p3 S 2 p.u. Vb a s e 170 V
p2 0.239 rp u

s 3 L 0.014 p.u. rp u
s 3 S 0.037 p.u. Pb a s e 15 kVA

p3 0.338 rp u
r 3 L 0.0117 p.u. rp u

r 3 S 0.0488 p.u. fb a s e 60 Hz
q1 0 H3 L 1 p.u. H3 S 0.6 p.u. Vd c 400 V
q2 0.239 X p u

M 3 L 3 p.u. X p u
M 3 S 2.4 p.u. Load bus 9

q3 0.338 X p u
s s 3 L 3.08 p.u. X p u

s s 3 S 2.7626 p.u. fs w 10 kHz
kp f 0 X p u

r r 3 L 3.11 p.u. X p u
r r 3 S 2.532 p.u.

kq f 0 T p u
L o a d−3 L 0.9∗(ωr −3 L p u )2 T p u

L o a d−3 S 0.5∗(ωr −3 S p u )2

simulation results and calculated Tpu
em and ωpu

r recorded in the
DSP memory. The bottom left and right waveforms present the
voltage and frequency inputs (in real value) for the induction
motor model during the experiment. The load for the induction
motor is a constant torque load: Tpu

load = 0 for t < 8 s, and a
transient happens at t = 8 s, where the Tpu

load has a step change
to 0.6 p.u.

Induction motor emulator startup current waveforms in
abc domain are observed from Fig. 13(b), with the transients
zoom-in pictures on the top of the oscilloscope watch window
showing multiple time-scale observations of the emulator
behavior: for t < 2 s, the emulator reaches steady state,
behaving as constant current load of 5 A, while for t > 2 s, the
induction motor model starts acceleration and changes loading
conditions: see equation (5) shown as the bottom of the page

λ
pu
ds = Xpu

ss ipu
ds + Xpu

m ipu
dr (6)

λpu
qs = Xpu

ss ipu
qs + Xpu

m ipu
qr (7)

T pu
em = λ

pu
ds ipu

qs − λpu
qs ipu

ds (8)

ωpu
r =

∫ t

0

T pu
em − T pu

Load

2H
dτ . (9)

The real-time calculated results exhibit high accuracy and ro-
bustness after repetitive tests of the whole startup process and
the sudden jump of constant torque load. Less than 2% of dif-
ference between simulation (from MATLAB) and experimental
results (of emulator) are observed from the dq current compari-
son shown in Fig. 13(a). The stable and robust model references
calculation and tracking performances in dq and abc domains
of the load emulator are illustrated in Fig. 13 with the smooth
transients and close alignment between the references and the
experimental outputs.

V. COMPOSITE POWER SYSTEM LOAD EMULATOR

According to Western Electricity Coordinating Council
power system load modeling approach, static and dynamic mod-
els are major components mapping to different end-use load

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

vpu
qs

vpu
ds

vpu
qr

vpu
dr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

rpu
s ωpu · Xpu

ss 0 ωpu · Xpu
M

−ωpu · Xpu
ss rpu

s −ωpu · Xpu
M 0

0 (ωpu − ωpu
r ) · Xpu

M rpu
r (ωpu − ωpu

r ) · Xpu
rr

−(ωpu − ωpu
r ) · Xpu

M 0 −(ωpu − ωpu
r ) · Xpu

rr rpu
r

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ipu
qs

ipu
ds

ipu
qr

ipu
dr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Xpu
ss 0 Xpu

M 0

0 Xpu
ss 0 Xpu

M

Xpu
M 0 Xpu

rr 0

0 Xpu
M 0 Xpu

rr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
· 1
ωb

· d

dt

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ipu
qs

ipu
ds

ipu
qr

ipu
dr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)
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Fig. 14. Experimental 3L and 3S startup DSP record.

Fig. 15. Experimental bus L9 V and P Q DSP record.

consumptions [31]. The system composite load model could
reflect the seasonal change and area substation load class (agri-
cultural, commercial, industrial or residential) by adjusting the
percentages within static and dynamic load models [31].

This test scenario is designed to observe the dynamic details
in real time for the start-up of a PQ load bus. A composite
load model has been developed, consisting of a ZIP static load
model, a three-phase large motor (3L), and a three-phase small
motor (3S) loading at Bus 9 of the grid schematic configuration
shown in Fig. 2. The composite load is intended to represent
the dynamic and static load performance using a single load
emulator converter.

The compositions of the load model is indicated in Tables III
and IV. The ZIP load is modeled to behave as constant power

Fig. 16. Details of L9 bus voltage and current waveform for composite power
load in abc domain.

and current load, while the motor 3L is assumed to be loaded
with 0.9 p.u. speed-square-related torque in steady state and
motor 3S with 0.5 p.u. speed-square-related torque in steady
state (fan or pump type of load). The model parameters are
based on PSS/E simulation profile.

In the test configuration shown in Fig. 2, area 2 consists of
generator emulator G3, inductor of 3.2 mH representing trans-
former as well as the local transmission line impedance, and
composite load emulator L9 representing combination of static,
3L, and 3S loads. As indicated in Fig. 3, all single area elements
installed within a cluster and real-time observation and control
platform connected through DSP CAN bus and NI Labview
products with bidirectional information exchange.

The recorded real-time experimental variables of motor T pu
em ,

ωpu
r , as well as vpu

qs , vpu
ds , and load bus P pu , Qpu transients in

the DSP memory are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. For each one
of the variables, a total length of 12.6 s is recorded, with data
resolution of 24 ms.

The induction motors started with a fan/pump type load until
reaching steady state. As could be observed from Fig. 15, the
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L9 terminal voltage has a period from 0 to 11 s of voltage sag,
down to 0.8 p.u., due to motors starting up. While during the
same time, the real and reactive powers on L9 bus have similar
transients due to the same reason of motor starting. The increase
on the real power consumption on L9 is contributed to by the
acceleration of the rotor with mechanical load. Reactive power
on L9 returns back to a steady-state value close to the ZIP value
after the motor establishes the magnetic field during the starting
up transient. Similar to the waveform shown in dq domain,
the waveform shown in Fig. 16 illustrates the composite load
behavior in abc domain.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on developing a load emulator with power
electronic converters. By flexibly programming the load emu-
lator’s models in the digital controller, different types of load
behaviors are presented.

By combining a ZIP model and multiple induction motor
models, a composite load emulator has been developed to rep-
resent a PQ bus for power system steady state and transient
scenarios. The emulator development in the power system em-
ulation of the HTB enables customizing test power system sce-
narios for higher level interarea control algorithms testing, as
well as real-time monitoring and estimation of the dynamics in
multitime scales.
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